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ABSTRACT
During the site testing ampaign for the Thirty Meter Telesope (TMT) in addition to the optial onditions of
the atmosphere, measurements of the soil surfae properties were obtained also. The dust onentration in the
air was measured by means of dust sensors whih were mounted underneath the mount of the site monitoring
telesopes. The ground heat uxes and soil temperatures were measured several entimeters into the ground.
On Cerro Armazones it was also possible to ondut an experiment to measure heat ondution of the soil. In
this paper, all of these measurements are desribed, the results and their potential use is summarized.
Keywords: Site testing, atmospheri onditions, dust
1. INTRODUCTION
Ground based astronomial observatories are exposed to their terrestrial environment. While the atmospheri
onditions are ommonly monitored as prime indiators of the quality of any potential observatory site, the soil
will also aet astronomial observations. Dust partiles in the atmosphere inrease the opaity, thus dimming
star light, as well as produing sattering whih will enhane potential light pollution and the sky bakground.
Experienes with these eets reported in the literature showed that they depend on the spei dust and
meteorologial properties and therefore dier from site to site
(1;2;3)
.
Aside from suh optial eets, the operation of astronomial telesopes during times with high dust ontent
an ause dust aumulating on the optial surfaes, lowering the overall system throughput. Also sensitive
measurement equipment an be aeted by the aumulation of dust partiles on sensitive areas.
4
It is therefore
reommendable that site testing projets also assess the dust onentration in the atmosphere either by remote
sensing tehniques,
5
and/or by using in-situ measurements.
Here the aspets of dust and soil measurements during the site testing for the Thirty Meter Telesope (TMT)
are presented. TMT investigated a set of ve andidate sites by means of a thorough site testing ampaign
for their suitability to host an extremely large telesope (ELT) suh as TMT.
6
The site monitoring equipment
also inluded dust, soil temperature and heat ux sensors at eah of the andidate sites. The ve mountains
whih were investigated by the TMT sites program were: Cerro Tolar (2290 m), Cerro Armazones (3064 m),
Cerro Tolonhar (4480 m) whih are loated in Northern Chile, San Pedro Martir (2830 m) in Baja California
in Mexio, and 13N (4050 m) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, USA.
This paper reports in Setion 2 on the instrumentation and an initial assessment of the dust measurements
as onduted by the TMT site testing projet.
Also, during the nal stages of the TMT site testing projet, an experiment was setup to assess the energy
properties of the soil at Cerro Armazones. Currently, the heat ondutivity oeÆient is the parameter whih
ould be determined. Details of this experiment and rst results are reported in Setion 3.
Finally, a summary is given in Setion 4.
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Ultrasonic anemometer
Figure 1. (olor online) Night time image of a TMT site testing telesope on its tower. The loation of the telesope dome
and main instruments whih were deployed on those towers are indiated.
2. DUST CONCENTRATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE
The optial impat of dust grains in Earth's atmosphere are long standing onerns for optial astronomy. The
opaity an be measured by using small telesopes to monitor the brightness evolution of well known stars. Also,
sensors whih are exposed to the environment, an be aeted by dust. For example, apaitative measurement
tehniques an be aeted by dust grains
4
and thereby ompromise the telesope and potentially degrade the
observation. The TMT site testing therefore monitored the dust ontent at the andidate sites.
2.1 Instrumentation and setup
The details of the TMT site monitoring systems are provided elsewhere

. What is noted here is that the site
testing MASS-DIMM telesopes were mounted on towers bringing the telesopes to an approximate altitude of
7 m above eah site. The base of the telesopes, below whih the dust sensors were installed, were therefore
approximately 6.5 m above the ground. To protet the sensors from the environmental onditions, they were
installed inside a metal shelter whih was attahed to the top level of the tower, just below the telesope base.
The sensor nozzle was reahing the outside of the shelter through an approximate 1 m wide hole and was
pointing downwards to prevent preipitation to enter the system. A night time image of a TMT tower hosting
this instrumental setup is shown in Figure 1.
Commerially available two hannel devies by MetOne (model GT-521) were used as dust sensors. Those

sitedata.tmt.org
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Site First dust Last dust Total number of measuremnts
measurement measurement in 0.3 / 0.5 / 1 / 2 / 5 m hannel
Tolar Feb.14, 2006 De.02, 2006 48,087 / 43,499 / 40,968 / 39,143 / 31,403
Armazones Feb.11, 2006 Mar.09, 2008 72,736 / 72,195 / 72,052 / 70,313 / 55,494
Tolonhar Apr.04, 2006 Mar.09, 2008 68,839 / 96,980 / 97,017 / 96,904 / 92,311
San Pedro Martir May 04, 2006 Jun.17, 2007 46,234 / 81,023 / 80,946 / 80,733 / 61,268
13 N Nov.30, 2005 De.03, 2007 40,772 / 52,227 / 52,183 / 49,560 / 18,793
Table 1. Log of the dust measurements olleted at the TMT andidate sites. The measurements ontinued at some sites
for several months more, however, those data were not inluded in this assessment.
sensors have one xed hannel whih always reords partiles of 0.3 m in size. The seond hannel an be
seleted to measure the onentration of partiles of either 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 m size simultaneous with
the rst hannel. A single measurement of both hannels typially took approximately one minute. The employed
measurement strategy was to yle through the dierent size bins of the seond hannel and taking with eah of
them a simultaneous measurement of the 0.3 m partiles in the rst hannel. This resulted in a measurement
for eah of the four larger size bins every six minutes, while obtaining ve measurements of the 0.3 m bin in
the same time period whih were averaged in the analysis proess. The times overed by dust measurements at
eah site are listed in Table 1. Before the deployment at the sites a areful ross omparison was onduted in
the laboratory, showing that these sensors agreed typially to within 10%.
Figure 2. (olor online) Overall umulative statis of the dust measurements at the TMT andidate sites. Eah panel
represents a partile size bin, whih are indiated.
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Figure 3. (olor online) Pitures of the senors during deployment. Left panel: The sensors installed at 37 m (1 m)
depth. The tube of the soil temperature sensor and the heat ux plate are well visible. Right panel: At 16 m (1 m)
below the surfae another set of sensors was installed, diretly above the deep sensors.
2.2 Results
The statistis of the dust onentration as measured at the various sites are shown in Figure 2. It an be seen
that the lowest dust onentration was observed at 13N. This is understandable beause that area of the Mauna
Kea summit is a roky plateau with little dust on its surfae.
The Chilean sites show in general a higher dust onentration as they are loated in the Ataama desert.
Interestingly, it is Cerro Tolonhar whih shows on average a higher onentration. It is probably the ourrene
of the inversion layer at the altitude of the summit above the Salar de Ataama area whih drives this inreased
level of dust onentration. Maybe this is in part also related to the presene of some ora in the summit
area. Cerro Tolar on the other hand shows a very wide distribution of ourrenes. As the summit area of that
mountain is somewhat disturbed, ne dust whih is otherwise buried under the surfae \rust" an be stirred
up by wind. The summit area at Cerro Armazones shows overall the lowest dust ontent aross all partile sizes
of the Chilean sites. Its terrain appears less disturbed and at the same time the visual impression of the soil
material shows a lower ontent of ne dust as ompared to Tolar.
San Pedro Martir shows a dust onentration on a similar level to the Chilean sites. The presene of trees and
overall ora at this site is suspeted to be the reason for this dust onentration.
As also meteorologial parameters were reorded at the sites, a number of orrelations between dust our-
renes and the meteorologial features were also investigated. The ndings of these studies will be reported
elsewhere.
3. SOIL ENERGY PROPERTIES
The ow of energy through the soil of a site is an important fator in the strength of the ground layer optial
turbulene. To ompute the energy available to drive night time atmospheri turbulene, the energy aumulated
during the day and the heat apaity and heat transfer properties of the soil must be known. For numerial
models these fators are ommonly obtained from large sale data bases based on various measurements and
soil models.
7
While suh models are probably suÆient for typial onditions when averaging takes plae on a
larger spatial sale, i.e., non-zero or not too low wind speeds, as for very low wind speeds the properties of the
loal terrain will beome of greater importane.
8
Only in the ase of Cerro Armazones was it possible to set
up instrumentation to at least obtain rst measurements of the soil heat ondution oeÆient at the summit
of that mountain. A similar study had been onduted by the ALMA site projet,
9
based on measurements at
several more depths than done here but based entirely on measurements of the soil temperature at those depths
alone.
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Figure 4. (olor online) Left panel: The measured heat ondution oeÆient a
G
in dependene of the sun elevation on
Cerro Armazones. The red points represent 107; 461 measurements when the temperature gradient T (z
1
)   T (z
2
) and
both heat uxes Q(z
1
); Q(z
2
) are positive, while the green points show 185; 749 measurements when those gradients are
negative. Overall 49; 372 measurements showed mixed gradients whih are marked by the blak points. Right panel: The
umulative statistis of the heat ondution oeÆient measurements from the left panel. The solid line represents the
statistis based on positive gradients (red points in the left panel), while the dashed line is based on the negative ones
(green points in the left panel).
3.1 Instrumentation and setup
The deployed instrumentation onsisted of two pairs of ground heat ux plates and soil temperature sensors. Both
sensors were ommerially available produts; the heat ux plates (model CN3) are manufatured by Middleton
and the soil temperature sensor (model TS-1) whih is made by MonitorSensors. A pair of suh sensors was
used at eah TMT andidate site for several years in order to allow for the proper alibration of the aoustial
turbulene sensors SODAR
(10;11)
. However, only after the deommissioning of the station from Cerro Tolonhar
in late 2008, did a pair of sensors beome available to allow the installation of two pairs of sensors at a single
site, i.e., Cerro Armazones. Eah pair | one temperature and one heat ux sensor | was buried in the ground
at dierent depths, but on top of eah other. During the installation on January 27, 2009, are was taken to
embed the sensors into soil orresponding to the respetive depths, i.e., not mixing material from the upper into
the lower layer and vie versa. Images of the setup are shown in Fig. 3. Due to the slope of the terrain the
depth of eah sensor ould only be determined to approximately 1 m. The reording of data one per minute
ommened on February 3, 2009 and ended on Otober 11, 2009.
3.2 Preliminary results for the heat ondution oeÆient
The heat ondution oeÆient a
G
of the soil at the summit of Armazones was estimated using the basi denition
Q
G
= a
G
T
z
(1)
where Q
G
is the ground heat ux and T is the soil temperature at various depths z (in this ase there two
depths). The average ondution < a
G
> in the slab of soil between the sensors at z
1
and z
2
is obtained from
the measurements by
< a
G
>= 0:5  (Q
G;z1
+Q
G;z2
) 
z
1
  z
2
T
1
  T
2
: (2)
Due to the large vertial separation of the sensors and the proximity of one pair of sensors to the surfae, there
are numerous oasions under whih the diretions of the temperature gradient and heat uxes were inverted.
Under suh onditions the determination of the averages is misleading and only measurements were seleted when
both, the temperature gradient (T
z1
  T
z2
), and both heat ux measurements, were either positive or negative.
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To give a visual impression of the data, in the left panel of Fig. 4 the determined a
G
values as funtion of the
sun elevation are shown. The largest satter of the values is seen under large absolute sun elevation angles. In
the Armazones region wind speeds typially drop during the last few hours before sun set, and at the begin of
the night the heat ow at both investigated depths is still direted downwards. Therefore, Fig. 4 indiates that
the more stable onditions under whih the ondutivity is probably measured best is around sun set and rise
in this area.
The statistis of the so determined a
G
values are shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. With the medians of those
distributions being lose to 0.5 Wm
 1
K
 1
the value found is slightly larger than the ommonly given
12
value
for dry sand of 0.3 Wm
 1
K
 1
. This an be explained by the presene of small roks and stones in the measured
volume (see Fig. 3), as for rok/granite a
G
=2.73 Wm
 1
K
 1
is found in the literature.
12
The summit soil of
Armazones (as well as at most of the Ataamenian summits) is omposed of suh a mix of dust, sand and rok,
with the mountain main rok appearing at greater depths than were reahed here. Also, as no other ltering of
the data was applied than for times when heat ow and temperature gradients were aligned, the measurements
are probably aeted by seasonal variations of the humidity of the soil.
4. SUMMARY
The dust measurements of the TMT site testing ampaign have been presented. Overall it was found that the
dust onentration in the air is lowest at the most roky and basially vegetation free site of the sample, i.e.,
13N on Mauna Kea. This holds for all measured partile sizes. The three investigated Chilean sites and San
Pedro Martir show dust onentration at a similar level, with Cerro Armazones showing the lowest average
onentrations. These dierenes appear not unexpeted as the dust onentration is expeted to orrelate with
the geologial and vegetational onditions at the sites. It is interesting to note that Cerro Tolonhar, whih is
an isolated summit with little vegetation but signiantly more than the other Chilean sites, shows the highest
of level dust onentration. This ould also be due to the partiular meteorologial onditions at this loation.
Also, preliminary results of an experiment to assess the soil heat ondution oeÆient at Cerro Armazones
were reported. The value found for the heat ondution oeÆient < a
G
>= 0:5 Wm
 1
K
 1
represents an average
value for the autumn/winter/spring period at the Cerro Armazones summit. The diÆulty of measuring in-situ
the energeti properties of the soil has beome obvious and a further analysis of those measurements should allow
us to assess the ground heat apaity and diusivity as well.
Using suh in-situ measurements as input to numerial models of the air ow above the sites, are expeted to
improve the models, in partiular under onditions when the ontat time of the air and the soil is large, i.e.,
under low wind speeds.
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